metric (but not self-dual!), shellable, strongly Sperner, and have symmetric chain decompositions. We will prove these facts and derive formulas and generating functions for many familiar combinatorial invariants such as the number of elements, the rank generating function, the number of maximal chains, the Mobius function, the zeta polynomial, and the characteristic polynomial. Surprisingly, all of these invariants can be expressed in a simple way using evaluations of a certain family of polynomials o,,.(x). The polynomials @,,.( x are in turn related to classical Jacobi polynomials, ) and as a consequence, many results from the theory of orthogonal polynomials can be applied to give useful information about the posets w m, n.
We first became interested in these posets as a (very) idealized model of some situations which arise in mathematical biology [ 10, 5-J. The author thanks M. Waterman and L. Gordon for stimulating discussions during the development of this paper, and for generously sharing their computing resources during the author's visit at U.S.C.
Wm,n IS A LATTICE
It is trivial that Y#?~," is a ranked poset, with rank function given by rank(w) = length(w 1 y) + (m -length(w 1 x)).
It is also clear that x is the unique minimal element, and y is the unique maximal element of "ly,, ". We assume that the letters of x and y are linearly ordered, and write x < x', for example, if x precedes x' in x. THEOREM 2.1. For any m and n, Y#$,, ,, is a lattice.
Proof
Let II and v be arbitrary elements of wm, n = "&, ,,. We will show how to construct II v v. First delete from both II and v all those letters x in x such that either (1) xeiiuV-iinii, or (2) x E ii n i and there exist letters y < y' in y such that y' precedes x in one of the words, and y follows x in the other.
If u,, and vO denote the resulting words, we may write where t,, t2, . . . . rk are letters in x, c(,, a*, . . . . ak+ , and pi, b2, . . . . fik+, are subwords (possibly empty) of y, and a, and pj have no common letters if i#j. For each i, let ai v pi denote the unique shortest subword of y which contains both ai and ai, and define
We claim that w E wX, y and w = u v v. Clearly w 1 x d x, and the deletions in step (2) above imply w 1 y < y. Hence w E w,, Y. It is immediate that u<uO<w and v<v,,<w. If w'E%& is any other upper bound for u and v in wX Y, then w' must contain all of the letters in the subwords ai v pi defined above, and it follows that (a, v P1)-..(ak+, v pk+,)=w Iy<w'l y. Furthermore, w' cannot contain any of the letters x of u 1 x and v 1 x deleted in steps (1) and (2) above. Hence w' 1 x < w 1 x = 5 r t2 . . . tk. Finally, w' > u and w' 2 v implies w I w' = w' I w, i.e., the letters in w I y and w' I x occur in the same order in both words. Hence w < w', and w = u v v, as claimed. The construction of u A v may be carried out by interchanging the roles of x and y. 1
We illustrate the construction of u v v and u A v with an example. We begin by introducing notation for some of the standard combinatorial invariants associated with %& ". A more detailed introduction to these invariants for general posets can be found, for example, in [9] .
Let Q,, n denote the number of elements in %',S',S. ", and let 52,. "(q) 
m+n Z,,"(S) -cm." -?--(m+n)! (2) ass+co.
Finally, let xrn. .(A) denote the characteristic polynomial of %'jY,, n, x,,,(l) = 1 p(0, w) Am+n-ra"k(w). wE%i,. Thus Xm, n(O) = Pm, "' (3) Our goal is to obtain explicit formulas for each of these invariants. It will be convenient to introduce the following family of polynomials: These polynomials are closely related to the Jacobi polynomials, which are defined (for example, in [6] ) by the formula where n is a nonnegative integer and a, p are arbitrary complex numbers. A simple substitution yields the formula x+1 ~m,,r(X)=(X-ll)np~~-n.O) -
( 1
when m 2 n. 
CLASSIFICATION OF SHUFFLES
Most of the results in the previous section can be obtained by algebraic manipulation of generating functions, although the derivations are not all straightforward.
We will instead present a series of combinatorial arguments, based on a certain canonical decomposition of Wm.. into Boolean sublattices. From this decomposition it is easy to derive formulas (5) and (6), and many other facts also follow easily. The essential idea is to classify shuflles w E wm, n according to certain adjacent pairs which we call the interface of w. DEFINITION 4.5. Given w E yX, y, the interface of w (denoted f(w)), is the set of all letters x, y, where x E x and y E y, and x immediately follows y in w. The residue of w (denoted a(w)) is the set of letters in w which remain after the interface has been deleted, i.e., a(w) = W-Y(w).
For 
Note that &(w) s jz -&(w) and BY(w) E y -$Y(w).
The following lemma is essentially trivial, but crucial for our arguments. We omit the straightforward proof. As an immediate consequence we obtain the following result, which is a restatement of formula (5). qk(l +q)"1+np2k.
Proof: There are (T)(i) ways to choose an interface S, and for each choice the words in Wm,.
[S] contribute q&(1 + q)m+n-2k to Q,..(q). l COROLLARY 4.9. For any m, n > 0, Wm, n is rank-symmetric, i.e., the number of elements of rank j in "w,,, is equal to the number of elements of rank m+n-j, for O<j<m+n.
Surprisingly, in view of Corollary 4.9, the lattices Wm, n are not self-dual. For example, in Fig. 1 one can see that W3,, contains two elements of rank three, each of which covers four elements of rank two. But there are no elements of rank one covered by four elements of rank two. Hence W3, I has no dual automorphisms.
It is possible to define an explicit bijection between elements of ranks j and m+n-jin Wm,n. IfwE%'&, let w* denote the unique word in "lIT,,. such that Y(w*)=$(w) and %'(w*)=Xu~--Y(w)-&?(w). Then WWW* is an involution on W,,n which maps elements of rank j bijectively onto elements of rank m + n -j.
It is well known [3] that every finite Boolean algebra of rank N can be partitioned into saturated chains which are symmetric in rank about N/2. Such a partion is called a symmetric chain decomposition. It is also well known (see, for example, [4] ) that any ranked poset with a symmetric chain decomposition satisfies the strong Sperner property: the maximum number of elements in a subset containing no chains of length k + 1 is equal to the number of elements in the k largest ranks. Next pair up the O's and l's in E, using the familiar "bracketing" rule (originally in [3] , but rediscovered and studied by many authors). According to this rule, one iteratively brackets&l pairs which are adjacent, or separated by e's, or by other bracketed O-l pairs. An example is illustrated in the diagram above. Given a word w, define the bracket basis B (w) of w to be the set of letters in 2 uy which correspond to bracketed l's in E. For example, if w is defined as in the example illustrated above, then a(w) = (D, U, x>. It is easy to see that E is uniquely determined by Y(w) and B(w), and it is also clear that if w, w' E Wm.. are such that Y(w) = $(w') and a(w) = .B(w'), then either w < W' or w' < w. For S, Then V(S, B) is a symmetric chain (possibly empty), and these chains decompose "IIT,, n.
RECURSIONS
In this section we will complete the proof of Theorem 3.4, by showing that each of the functions C,, n, pm, n, Z,, .(x), and xrn, .(A) satisfies an appropriate recursion. These recursions, as well as related formulae for @m,n(x), Q,,., and Q,,Jq) are of some independent combinatorial interest.
LEMMA 5.11. For any m, n2 1, ~m,n(X)=Qim-,,n(X)+~m,n-,(X)-(*-X)~,-I,n-,(X).
Proof:
This is essentially equivalent to the binomial identity (3(a)=(~)(n,')+(m,')(~) -("; ')("; ')+(y;)(;:;) (12) which is easy to verify directly. Alternatively, one can interpret the lefthand side as counting pairs of sets (S, T), where S c { 1, 2, . . . These follow from (5) and (6), after substituting x= $ and x = q/( 1 + q)*, respectively, into formula (11). 1
It is interesting to give a direct combinatorial proof of (13) and (14). For this we need the following terminology: DEFINITION 5.13. Let w~-Ly~,?. A letter z E % u y is said to be bound in w if z E 9(w), and free otherwise.
Alternate Proof of Corollary 5.12. In formula (14), (1 + q) Q,,,-1. Jq) enumerates (by rank) words w E Y+&,. such that x, is free in w. Every wrEwm-I n yields two such words, obtained by either adding or not adding xi. Similarly, (1 + q) a,, n _ 1(q) enumerates words in which yn is free, and (1 + q)* 52, ~ i, n _ 1(q) enumerates words in which both x, and y, are free. Hence the enumerator for words in which at least one of x, or yn is free is Finally, 4Q,-1,.-l (4) enumerates words in which both x, and y, are bound. Adding the last two expressions gives (14), and setting q = 1 gives (13). 1
Next we derive a recursion for the number Z,,.(s) of multichains of length s in wm, n, from which formulas (7), (8) , and (9) will follow. LEMMA 5.14. For any m, n > 1, -Tn. n(s) = szm-1, n(s) + Gn. n -1 (s)-(s;l) zm-*,n-lb).
(15)
Proof. We wish to count multichains x = z,, < z1 d . . . < z, = y of length s in %$m,n. Let us call such a chain x-terminal if for each i = 0, 1, . . . . s, the letter x, is either not present in zi, or is the last letter of zi. Similarly, let us call a chain y-terminal if y, is either not present in zi, or is the last letter of zi, for each i. Note that a chain can be both x-terminal and y-terminal. It is easy to see that every multichain must be either x-terminal or y-terminal. We claim that the number of x-terminal multichains of length s in %$m,n is equal to sZ, _ r, Js). Given a multichain z0 < z1 d . . . < z, in "lIT, _ , n and an integer i, with 0 < i < s -1, one can construct an x-terminal multichain in %',Y',Y, n by adding x, at the end of each word zj, 0 <j 6 i. The correspondence is one-to-one, and this proves the claim. By a similar argument, sz m, n _ 1(s) counts the number of y-terminal multichains in */y^,, n, and (s ; l) Z m-r, n-i(s) counts the number of multichains which are both x-terminal and y-terminal. The lemma follows immediately. 
There exists a combinatorial proof of formula (17) along the lines of Lemma 5.14, but we leave its discovery as an exercise for the reader. Proox It is an easy consequence of Weisner's formula (see [7] ) that if L is any lattice with a rank function, then Il
It is not difficult to show that the expression on the right-hand side of (18) satisfies this recursion, and the lemma follows by induction. i
GENERATING FUNCTIONS
In this section we derive several generating functions for the combinatorial invariants discussed in Sections 3-5. All of these results follow readily once we compute generating functions for the family of polynomials @m, n(x). 
Proof: Here we invoke a classical result from the theory of Jacobi polynomials (see [6] ), which states that for all c(, p,
where R=Jm.
Since by formula (4) we have for all YE L. If L has a 0 and 1, then L is supersolvable if there exists a maximal chain 0 < X0 < X, -C . . . < X, = 1 such that each Xi is a modular element of L. Our first step will be to construct some modular elements in w Wl.Fl' DEFINITION 7.24. Let u and v be words in "w;,, n = */y-,, y, and let XE ii n V n %. We say that x is crossed in u and v if there exist letters y, y' E in U n V A y such that y < y', and y' precedes x in one of the words and y follows x in the other. We say that ye U n V n f is crossed if the analogous condition holds with the roles of x and y reversed.
We note that x is crossed in u and v if x is one of the letters deleted during step (2) of the construction of u v v, described in Section 2. Similarly, y is crossed if it is deleted in step (2) of the construction of u A v. In Example 2.2, the crossed letters are B and E in 2 and z in y. Yi+z) for i=O, l,..., N-2, i.e., the edge lables decrease. It is shown in [8] that if L is supersolvable, then the number of decreasing maximal chains in L is equal to (-l)N ~~(0, I), a result which is independent of the chain of modular elements used to define the labels. These ideas are greatly extended in [1] to the class of shellable posets, which include supersolvable lattices as special case.
In -W;.rp consider the maximal chain 0 < u0 < u, < . . . < u, + n = 1 obtained by deleting the letters xi, x2, . . . . x," of x, then adding the letters f,, y2, . . . . y, of y, each time in subscript order. It is not difficult to show that the corresponding edge-labels n(u <v) are given by if v is obtained from u by deleting xi E j2 if v is obtained from u by adding yj E 7.
In the terminology of [ 11, this defines an explicit "EL-labeling" of %'& and can be used to give a simple direct proof that yX, ,, is shellable. ' Finally we note that the decreasing maximal chains in -W;, y are precisely those obtained as follows:
1. Start at the bottom with x = x1 x2 . .. x,. 2. Add the letters y,, y,, . . . . y, in reverse order (each y, may, in general, be added in several places).
3. Then delete the letters x1, x2, . . . . x, in reverse order.
Clearly, such a chain is uniquely determined by the word obtained after step 2, which is a shuflle of x and y. Hence the decreasing maximal chains are in one-to-one correspondence with the shuftles of x and y, and we have again proved the following: COROLLARY 7.28. pm,. = (-l)m+n (",'").
